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Abstract
The Chernoff bounds provide very accurate information concerning the tail probabilities
of most distrbhutions. in this paper we describe some relevant properties of these bounds.
1
' Introduction.
The Chernoff bounds [Chernoff, 1952] are similar to the Chebyshev inequality in that
they place upper bounds on the tail probabilities of a given distribution, based or! moment
information. In fact, the Chernoff bounds utilize a// the moments, yielding muc greater
accuracy.
We are mainly interested in using these bounds in the asymptotic analysis of probabi listic
combinatorial structures. In this context, one of the earliest uses of the Chernoff bounds appears
in [Erdos and Spencer, 1960]. More recently, Yaliant and Brebner ( 1981 ) used the Chernoff
bunds to analyze certain routin, schemes in communication networks. Our specific aplc; -ation
is towards the study of large-scale network reliability models [Bienstock, 1985].
2. Baic Result.
Let X be a real-valued random variable with c.d.f. F(.). We assume that X has a
well-defined moment generating function M(t)E(etX). Suppose first that E(X)>O.
Then
P(XsO)• inft(M(t) } < 1. (1)
Prcf' The inequality on the right follows because M(O)= and Mi'(O)=E(X)>O.
Moreover, the fact that M(t) Is convex implies that the infimum is attaltned for some tO. In
order to show the inequality on the left, we will show that P(XO) M(t) for any t<O. This fact
follows because
0 0 +00
P(XsO) = dF(x) . I etXdF(x) s I etXdF(x) M(t),
-00 -00 -00
as desired. 
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A moure general result can be obtaine, by considering the random variable X-a, for any
constant aE(X). Then
P(X; a) m a inftE'et(X-a) . (2)
Similarly, if b>E(X), then P(XIb) • inftE[et(X-b)] < i.
One of the most frequent uses of the Chernoff bounds lies in estimatinQ the tail
probabilities of a sum of identical random var iab les. e' X 1 ,X2 ,...,X be i.i.d as X. Def,. f(n)=
X I + X2+ ...+Xn. Thus E(S(n))=nE(X). Again, let a.E(X) be a constant. Then
P(S( n)i an) inftE[et(5(n) -an)] = inftE[et(X-a)Jn =(m a)n
Notice that this upper bound converges to zero exponentially fast in n (a far stronger result that
could be obtained from the Chebyshev inequality, which gives linear convergence). Similarly, if
I.b>E(X), then P(S(n)zbn). (mb)n. Thus, with probability converging to exponentially
fast in n, a sum of n i.i.d. random variable will be within a constant factor (arbitrarily close to
) of its mean.
3. Case of Binomial Distribution. Suppose X is a Bernouilli rand,.m variable, that is
X= , with probability Q, and
X=O, with probability -Q,
and let aQ. Then
ma = [Q/ala [( I-Q)/( -a)] 1-a,, r(Q,a), (3)
as can be verified by carrying out the minimization in (2). We prefer' the r(Q,a) notation since
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it includes the dependency on Q. An interesting consequence of the above is that
logr(Q,a)=alogQ + ( 1-a)log( -Q) + H(a), (4)
where H(a)= -aloga -( 1 -a)log( I -a) is the entropy function.
We have that
(d/dQ)logr(Q,a)= (a/Q)-( -a)/( -Q)=(a-Q)/(Q-02),
and since r(Q,O)= I, we confirm that r(Q,a)< 1 for all aQ, Oa 1.
It is important to notice that the Chernoff bounds are essentially optimal when apnnie to
binomial random variables. This fact has been part of the folklore, and a proof can be sketched as
follows. Set P(n,a)=P(5(n)s LanJ). Then
P(n,a)= . T(j), where T(j)= n! Q ( 1-Q)r- j .
Oij ian j!(n-j)!
It is possible to show that P(n,a)=O(T(LanJ)): for Oij: L1anJ, we have that
T(j)/T(j+ 1)= i+ 1-Q an+ 1 1-Q - a-O q 1, since a<Q
n-j 0 n-an Q Q-aQ
by assumption. Thus,
T(LanJ) < P(n,a) T(LanJ)I qJ = T(LanJ)/(1 -q).
Finally, using the Stirling formula to approximate the factorial functions in T(LanJ, one will
obtain
logP(n,a)= nH(a)+ anlogQ + ( -a)nlog( -Q)+O(logn) = nlogr(Q,a) + O(logn).
In other words, the logarithm of P(n,a) is equivalent to the logarithm of the Chernoff bound.
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3. Analysis of Partitine FRanm, Va, ria:1I
Let 5(n) be as above. Suppose we partition the Xi variables into n./m sets of m variale..
each, where m=o(n). Let s(j)=sum of variables in set j. Then
P(1l)- P(s(j)l1 for all j) = ( 1-(1 Q)m )n/m
Thus logP( 1)  -(n/m)( -Q) m. The parameter P( 1 ) arises in lower bound proofs of
asymptotic reliability models, see Bienstock (1 985). The quantity m measures the amount of
redundancy of a system, and we will conclude that the system is failed if s(j)=O for some j.
Typically, in the upper bound proofs we will require that s(j)Žam for all j ( that is, we
require that at least a certain fration of the Xi's in each group are 1 ). The probability of this
event is
P( ram) - P(s(j)2an for all j) ( -r(Q,a)m )n/m,
and therefore logP( an) - -(n/m)r(O,a) m. Compare this expression with that for P( 2 1).
Now suppose m=O( logn). Hence P( 1 )-0 iff logn + mlo( I-0)-+ +oo, which will be
attained with m = -logn/log( -Q)+o( logn).
Similarly, in order to have P( dam)- I we must have logn + mlogr(Q,a)-, -oo, which we
can achieve with m = O( -logn/logr(Q,a)).
Thus it is relevant to compare the quantities -log( -Q) and -logr(Q,a). We assume that
the logarithms are taken to the base e.
It is possible to show that -log( 1-Q)>-logr(Q,a). in this section we will show that the
ratio of these two functions is bounded provided we choose a appropriately.
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For example, we can always choose a=aQ) s tt a ~nverges to 0 as fast a Q2 ans
(1-Q)2 as Q converges to 0 and 1, respectively (for example, a=02( I -Q)2 will do). In that
case, suppose Q-O0. Then alogO converges to 0 faster than 0 and the same holds for H(a) A
similar result will hold as Q- I. Thus, according to expression (4) for logr(Q,a), we will have
-logr(Q,a) - -og( 1-Q) as Q approaches 0 or 1.
For Q bounded away from 0 and , the functions log( 1-Q) and logr(0,a) are both
continuous. We conc!lude ha -1o(t 1-Q) -Q log(Qa) > -c 1 -)fo some -consctat c ar '
Q, as desired.
The analysis of - logr(O,b) for bQ will yield sim ilar conclusions.
The above results can be strengthened in various ways. For example, suppose CQ0. Choose
(say) a=Q/2. Then, according to (4),
logr(Q,a) = 0/2 log2 + ( -Q)log( 1-Q)/( 1-Q/2)] 
Q /2 log2 - Q/2 = (-Q)= Q( log( 1 -Q) ).
Here we are using the fact that log{( 1 -0)/( 1-Q/2)]=log( 1 -Q)-loq(t 1-0/2)--Q . 0/2.
Consequently, we can attain logr(Q,a)=G( log( 1-Q) ) as Q-0, with a depending /Ir/.
in Q. Still assuming QO, let b=Q+Q/2. Proceeding as above, we will conclude that
logr(Q,b)= ( log( 1 -Q) ).
4. Analysis of Partitioned Random Variabs!e whePe 0 decreases with n.
Let Xi, isn, and s(j), l jn/m be as in Section 3, but now suppose Q=Q(n)-f(n)/n,
where f(n)=o(n). We know that E( s(j) )=Qm for all j. How small can we choose m so that
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s(j) Om for all j,
with high probability? Let K> 1 be a constant. For a given j, we know that
P( s(j) KQm) (1/K )KOm ( ( -Q)/( 1-KQ) )( 1-KQ)m
by applying the standard Chernoff bound. Now,
log( ( -Q)/(1-KQ) )=log( +(K- 1)Q+o(Q)) < KQ
for n large enough, and therefore
Pt s(j) 2 KOm) ( 1/K )KQm eK( 1 -KQ)m (e/K)KQm.
Now choose K>e. It will follow that
P( for all j, s(j) <i KQm ) ;[ 1 - (e/K)KQm n/m (5)
The probability in (5) converges to 1 iff -(n/m) (e/K)KQm-,O, or equivalently if
log(n/m) + KQmlog(e/K)- -o.
The reader can verify that
m = 0( logf(n)/Q ) = (n logf(n)/f(n) )
will suffice. Notice that for this choice for m, we will have s(j)Klogf(n), with high
probability. Further, if Klog( K/e)> 1 (satisfied for K>3.8) we can choose exactly m=logf( n)/Q.
5. A Weiqhted Version of the Chernoff Bounds.
In the previous sections we saw that the Chernoff bounds provide extremely sharp
estimates of the tail probabilities of binomial distributions. Can we say the same statement
concerning a sum of distinct Bernouilli variables? Under certain conditions, the answer is yes.
In order to consider the simplest example, suppose we have k (a constant) possible types of
Bernouilli random variables, where variable type i has the distribution
V(i) = w(i)>O, with probability Q(i), and V(i) = O, with probability 1-Q(i).
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Now let X, lIs n, each be of one of the k types (although the number of variables of each
type is not specified), and define S(n) = I X(j). Let x> I be a constant. We claim that with
high probability, S(n) < xE( S(n) ).
Prf' For 1si k, let V(n,i)=j I Xj is of type i, and N(n,i)=jV(n,i)t=number of
variables of type i. Also, let A(n)=i I N(n,i)zlogn) and B(n)=(1 ,...,k}-A(n). Without loss of
generality, we may assume that A(n)={ I ,2,...,IA(n)i}. Notice that there are a bounded number
of choices for A(n) and B(n), since k is constant. Also, for n large enough, we must have
A( n)/.
Fix < z < x. For iEA(n), with probability converging to ( at least exponentially fast in
logn),
2 X(j) zE( X(j) ),
V(n,i) V(n,i)
according to the standard Chernoff bound. Consequentily, with high probability,
s(n)= ({ x(j)) + X {~ x(j)) < zE(E { X(j))) +O(logn)•
A(n) V(n,i) B(n) Y(n,i) A(n) V(n,i)
z E( S(n)) + O(logn). (6)
However, since the weights w( i) are all positive and there are a bounded number of types of
variables, it follows that E( S(n) ) grows linearly fast with n. Therefore, (6) implies that for
n large enough, with high probability
S(n) < x E( (n) ),
which completes the proof.*
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Notes on the proof:
( 1 ) The choice of logn in the proof was arbitrary, we could have chosen any function
g(n)=o(n) (the larger the choice, the faster the asymptotic convergence of the probability of
(6) to 1).
(2) There are meaningful ways of generalizing the proof. For instance, we may drop the
assumption that k is bounded. In fact, we can let k grow slowly with n (say, k=O(logYn)). So
long as the weights w( i) do not grow too fast with n (again, assume the largest weight grows as a
power of logn) and the parameters Q(i) stay bounded away from 0, the conclusion will be the
same.
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